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Abstract. BoNesis is a Python library which offers a declarative frame-
work for the synthesis of Boolean networks from advanced dynamical
properties, such as reachability, bifurcation, minimal trap spaces, sta-
ble states, and mutations. It combines recent theoretical advances on
Boolean networks with the Most Permissive update mode and efficient
resolution of logic programs expressed in Answer-Set Programming. Its
main application domain is the inference of Boolean models from bulk
and single-cell gene expression data of cell-fate, differentiation and re-
programming processes.
BoNesis is distributed under the GPLv3-compatible free software license
CeCILL and is available at https://bnediction.github.io/bonesis.

1 Introduction

Boolean networks (BNs) are executable models with an extensive record of appli-
cations in biology and medicine, with the modeling of cellular processes such as
cell cycle [9,10,21], lineage differentiation [14,20,22,32], fate decision [18,23,35],
and reprogramming [1, 8]. Yet, the design of BNs that are able to reproduce
observed behaviors while satisfying desired structural properties (typically on
its influence graph), and reflecting background and expert knowledge, is an out-
standing challenge at different levels.

First, the model properties need to be specified, both in terms of structure
and dynamics. In case of data-driven modeling, e.g. from multiscale sequencing
data, a premilinary interpreting step is necessary in order to translate quanti-
tative data into dynamic Boolean properties. This modeling task requires bio-
logical and statistical expertise, and an upstream well-defined goal about the
BN reconstruction. Moreover, dealing with quantitative observations of the sys-
tem typically involves uncertainty, e.g. measurement noise or lack of statistical
significance for gene activity classification or cell clustering.

Then, provided a specification of what characterizes a good model arises
the challenge of constructing such a model. Most of BNs described in systems
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biology literature have been designed by hand, either entirely, or by combining
previously handmade models. This involves a huge workload, expertise, rules
of thumb, trials and errors. Obviously, the automatic construction, also known
as logical model inference or synthesis, is a long-lived goal [33]. However, the
combinatorics of the search space and the complexity of BN verification form
a strong bottleneck for realistic applications. Provided a specification and an
algorithm for BN synthesis, one would potentially face an issue with a huge
number of solutions. Indeed, the experimental observations of cellular dynamics
are often derived from few initial conditions and few perturbations with regard
to the number of genes, resulting in a largely under-specified synthesis problem.
There is consequently a pressing need for efficient computational methods to
explore the solution space of BNs.

Recently, there have been several noticeable advances to provide application-
focused tools that are tailored for specific type of data and biological and dy-
namical interpretation of those data [2, 11, 16, 17, 19, 25, 27]. Efforts for provid-
ing more generic engines for BN synthesis led to notable frameworks, such as
RE:IN [36], involving domain specific language (DSL) and Satisfiability-Modulo-
Theory (SMT) technologies, or BRE:IN [13] and AEON [3,4], involving temporal
logics and model-checking technologies.

We present the software BoNesis, which aims at providing a general logi-
cal modeling environment and solving engine for the synthesis of BNs from rich
dynamical properties. It takes the form of a Python library and offers a declar-
ative interface to specify the synthesis problem, together with various methods
for browsing the solution space. The synthesis itself relies on logic Answer-Set
Programming (ASP) solving. The flexibility of the framework enables to exploit
different types of data (bulk/single-cell RNA-seq, perturbation data) with dif-
ferent interpretations, depending on the biological context of the observations.
Moreover, BoNesis can also be employed for the verification and reprogramming
of a given BN, to identify mutations enforcing a specified dynamical property.
Compared to the prior mentioned softwares, one of the main specificity of BoNe-
sis is that it accounts for the Most Permissive (MP) dynamics of BNs, which
bring a strong connection with quantitative models and a lower complexity of
analysis [29]. BoNesis is available at https://bnediction.github.io/bonesis, with
tutorials and documentation. It is distributed as part of the CoLoMoto Docker
image [26], as well as standard pip and conda packages. It can be tried online
at https://bnediction.github.io/bonesis/online-demo.html.

2 Features

BoNesis is dedicated to the synthesis of BNs from the combination of two kinds
of inputs (Fig. 1): the domain of candidate BNs, describing the model search
space, and the specification of dynamical properties that must be verified. BoNe-
sis offers various methods to browse the BNs which belong to the input domain
and possess the declared dynamical properties: enumeration of solutions, sam-
pling of diverse solutions, projections over subsets of components, enumeration

https://bnediction.github.io/bonesis
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Fig. 1. Overview of BoNesis features

of involved influence graphs, etc., with the possibility to specify optimization
criteria, such as model size.

The input domain of BNs is typically defined from an influence graph which
determines the components of the network and the allowed directed pairwise
signed dependencies between them. BoNesis also supports partially defined
BNs, thanks to the aeon framework [3]. In these cases, BoNesis will account
for any BN matching with the influence graph and partially specified Boolean
functions which are locally monotone, i.e. no component has both a positive and
negative influence on another one. The domain can also be an explicit set of
BNs, or a single BN, without any restriction. This latter case is useful for veri-
fication, i.e., for checking whether the input BN verifies the specified dynamical
properties, and for reprogramming, i.e., the computation of permanent mutations
ensuring desired dynamical properties [28].

A BN maps each of its components with a Boolean function modeling its
target Boolean state with respect to the state of its regulators. A configuration
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of the BN associates to each component a Boolean state. Then, provided an
update mode, one can compute possible transitions and trajectories between these
configurations. Attractors are the smallest sets of configurations from which no
transition can leave. They represent the long-term dynamics of the BN, and can
either be a single configuration (fixed points), or a set of configurations. In the
case of MP update mode, transitions and trajectories can be computed by an
iterative process over subcubes. There, the attractors correspond to the minimal
trap spaces of the BN, that are the smallest subcubes for which no transition can
leave, whatever the update mode [24, 29]. It has been show in [29] that MP is
able to capture trajectories from any quantitative refinement of the BN, contrary
to traditional update modes that can miss possible behaviors.

The expected dynamical properties are specified using predicates, summa-
rized in Table 1. Currently, BoNesis supports properties related to observa-
tions, fixed points, minimal trap spaces, existence and absence of reachability
between configurations, and universal properties on fixed points and reachable
fixed points. The properties can be conditioned with mutations, that replace the
function of specified components with a constant value. This enables to specify
jointly wild-type and mutant properties. E.g., one can specify that, without any
mutation, all the fixed points match with an observation A or B, and that in a
mutant where g is knocked out, the fixed points match only with B. The prop-
erties can involve partially defined configurations, e.g., by requiring they match
with observations over a subset of components, as well as placeholders mutations
(Some objects). In these cases, BoNesis will search for satisfying assignments
for complete configuration and mutations so that the dynamical properties are
fulfilled. This is notably employed to identify reprogramming strategies: one can
declare that under a Some mutation, all fixed points satisfy a given property.
Then, BoNesis can enumerate all mutations that can replace Some.

In practice, BoNesis builds on the Python language to offer a declarative
language for such properties. Fig. 2 illustrates BoNesis usage for the modeling
of a simple dynamical property: the reachability of a fixed point matching with
a specific marker in the wild-type condition, and the absence of such behavior
in a given mutant.

3 Implementation and use cases

BoNesis relies on Answer-Set Programming (ASP) logic framework and the
solver clingo [12]. When requesting for solutions, BoNesis compiles the predi-
cates in ASP using the encodings defined in [6,34] and relies on clingo’s Python
API to perform the different resolution mechanisms (sampling with diversity,
projections, etc.). The ASP encodings are designed such that each solution of
the logic program corresponds to a distinct BN verifying the input properties.

Currently, for each component, the Boolean functions to synthesize are in-
ternally represented in disjunctive normal form (DNF), i.e. by a list of clauses,
each clause being a conjunction of at most m literals, where m is the number of
regulators of the component. Because the number of clauses grows exponentially
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Table 1. Overview of the main predicates to declare dynamical properties in the
scope of a Python object BoNesis(dom,data ), where dom specifies the domain of BNs,
including the set of components, and data defines the named observations. For a
complete reference, see https://bnediction.github.io/bonesis/language.html.

Objects

Observation: maps a subset of components to 0 or 1

O = obs({a:0, b:1,..}) Obs from partial mapping of components to 0/1
O = obs("name" ) Named obs defined in the data dictionnary

Configuration: maps each component to 0 or 1

C = cfg() Allocates a fresh configuration
C = +O Fresh configuration matching with obs O
C = ∼O Default configuration matching with obs O

S = Some(max_size=k) Represents a mutation of at most k components.
Use S.assignments() to get satisfying valuations.

Properties

Constraints on configurations

C != C’ C and C’ differ on at least one component
C[a] == C’[b] | 0 | 1 State of component a in C is equal (resp. different)
C[a] != C’[b] | 0 | 1 to state of component b in C’ (resp. 0 and 1)
C != O C does not match with O

Attractor properties

fixed(C) C is a fixed point
fixed(O) there exists a trap space where O is fixed
in_attractor(C) C belongs to an attractor

Reachability

C >= C’ or reach(C,C’) Exists an MP trajectory from C to C’
C >= O ... to a config matching with O (equiv to C >= +O)
C >= fixed(O) ... to a config in a trap space where O is fixed
Note: can be composed, e.g., C1 >= C2 >= fixed(C3)
C / □ or nonreach(C,□) Absence of MP traj from C to ... (same as reach)

Universal properties

all_fixpoints({O,O’,..}) All the fps match with at least one given obs
C >> "fixpoints" ^ {O,O’,..} All the fps reachable from C ...

Contexts

with mutant({a:0,..} | S): Properties within the with block are subject to
... mutation specified by {a:0,..} (resp. S)

https://bnediction.github.io/bonesis/language.html
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Fig. 2. Example use of BoNesis in a Jupyter session

with m, BoNesis allows setting an arbitrary upper bound on the number of
clauses for Boolean functions. This enables synthesing functions that depend on
numerous components, but have a limited number of clauses. As shown in [5,6],
BoNesis can tackle the synthesis of BNs with thousands of components.

BoNesis has been employed for different concrete biological applications.
In [7], authors revisited a published BN of cell fate in cancer (32 components)
with ensembles of diverse alternative models synthetized by BoNesis from the
same observations in different mutation conditions. In [30], authors included
BoNesis in a pipeline to infer an ensemble of BNs over 232 genes from gene per-
turbation experiments for the study of epilypsy. To model early hematopoiesis
aging, [15] employed BoNesis from scRNA-seq data and an expert influence
graph (15 components) and results in the discovery of new explanatory regula-
tory mechanisms. [5] also integrated scRNA-seq with BoNesis but with a large
influence graph from a public database (>1,000 nodes) to identify key genes
involved in hematopoiesis and analyze variability of candidate BNs.

4 Conclusion

BoNesis aims at offering a flexible and efficient framework for BN synthesis
from rich dynamical properties, for instance generated from experimental data.
Thanks to its flexibility, BoNesis can also be employed for the verification and
reprogramming of BNs. The defined predicates form a domain-specific language
that enables to express a large variety of dynamical properties over BNs with a
higher abstraction level than classical temporal logic. Moreover, the intertwining
with Python greatly facilitates the programmatic generation of the dynamical
properties (loops, variables), and the combination with other tools, both as pre-
processing of input data and post-processing of obtained models. In future work,
we plan to extend support for the synthesis of non-monotone BNs, and for further
constraints over attractors and trajectories, notably by generalizing the universal
reasoning over minimal trap spaces introduced in [31].
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